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Principles 

Electrolytes are substances consisting of ions, whose cations 
and anions in a liquid or dissolved state are present in a 
dissociated form. They are able to conduct electric current, as 
the charge carriers (anions and cations) are free to move 
between the anode (  pole) and the cathode (⊝ pole) by 
diffusion.  

The chemical process that takes place when a voltage is 
applied to an electrolyte solution is termed electrolysis. Here, 
negatively charged anions migrate to the  pole (anode) and 
positively charged cations to the ⊝ pole (cathode). At the  
pole, the anions release electrons and are oxidised in the 
process. The cations, on the other hand, take up electrons at 
the ⊝ pole and are reduced. Whether or not a reaction takes 

place depends on the voltage applied and on the standard 
electrode potential of the individual ions. Likewise, with a 
mixture of various electrolytes, the individual standard 
electrode potentials determine which ions are preferably 
oxidised or reduced. The solvent can also participate in the 
electrolysis. In an aqueous solution, hydrogen is formed at 
the ⊝ pole (cathode) and oxygen at the  pole (anode) if the 
applied voltage exceeds the standard electrode potentials for 
these reactions.  

In contrast to electrical conduction in solid materials, the 
charge carriers for conduction in electrolyte solutions are not 
electrons, but freely moving ions. The conductivity of electro-
lyte solutions depends on the concentration of the individual 
ions, the stoichiometric composition of the electrolytes and 
the mobility of the individual ions in the solvent. 

Aims of the experiment 

 To determine the migration velocity of permanganate ions on exposure to an electric field. 

 To understand the movement of ions in an electric field. 

 To calculate the hydrodynamic radius of permanganate ions via the migration velocity. 

 To understand the redox processes in the electrolysis of potassium permanganate. 

Fig. 1: Setting up the experiment. 
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Ionic mobility  is defined as the relationship between the drift 

velocity  of the ion attained during electrolysis and the 
strength of the applied electric field E. 

 

The ionic mobility can be calculated from the drift velocity of 
the ion during electrolysis if the strength of the electric field E 
is known. This results from the applied voltage U divided by 

the electrode separation .  

 

A force  acts upon an ion in this electric field which acceler-

ates it in the direction of the oppositely charged electrode. 
This force results from the product of the electric field 
strength E and the charge  on the ion.  

 

Opposing this force is a frictional force  which slows the ion 

down. This is proportional to its speed .  

 

Based on the assumption that ions behave like spherical 
bodies in water, the proportionality factor  can be calculated 

using Stokes' equation. The factor is dependent upon the 
viscosity of the solvent  and the hydrodynamic radius 

(Stokes radius)  of the ion.  

 

This results in: 

 

When both of these forces are equal, the ion is no longer 
accelerated, but moves at a constant velocity towards the 
oppositely charged electrode. The velocity at which this oc-
curs is termed the drift velocity. The following applies to this: 

 

 

 

By rearranging this equation, the hydrodynamic radius of the 
ion can be calculated from the ionic mobility when the viscosi-
ty of the solvent is known. 

 

It is important to mention that the hydrodynamic radius of an 
ion is not identical with its ionic radius. An ion in aqueous 
solution is surrounded by a hydration shell. This has an influ-
ence on the hydrodynamic radius of the ion. 

The size of the hydration shell depends on the strength of the 
electric field surrounding the ion as a result of its charge. The 
strength of an electric field on the surface of a sphere is pro-

portional to . For this reason, small ions generate a 
larger electric field than large ions with the same charge, and 
are therefore able to form a larger hydration shell around 
themselves. The consequence of this is that small ions can 
have a larger hydrodynamic radius than larger ions. 

Hydroxide (OH
-
) and hydronium ions (H3O

+
) have a particular-

ly high ionic mobility in aqueous solution. This is because 
they do not migrate through the solution themselves. Instead, 
protons are transferred from water molecule to water mole-
cule. This mechanism is called the Grotthuss mechanism. 

 

 

In the experiment presented here, the electrolysis of a potas-
sium permanganate solution is carried out. The migration of 
the permanganate ions will be observed and their migration 
velocity determined. From this, the ionic mobility and the 
hydrodynamic radius of the permanganate ion can then be 
calculated. 

Risk assessment 

Potassium permanganate is a strong oxidising agent that on 

contact can leave dark brown marks on skin, clothes and 

other objects. 

Protective glasses, a lab coat and, particularly when clearing 

up, gloves should be worn while performing the experiment..  

Potassium permanganate 

 

Signal word: 
Hazard 

Hazard statements  

H272: May intensify fire; oxidizer 
H302: Harmful if swallowed. 
H410: Very toxic to aquatic life with 
long-lasting effects. 

Precautionary statements  

P210: Keep away from 
heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. 
No smoking. 
P273: Avoid release to the environ-
ment. 

Potassium nitrate 

 

Signal word: 
Caution 

Hazard statements  

H272: May intensify fire; oxidizer 

Precautionary statements  

P210: Keep away from 
heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. 
No smoking. 
P221: Take any precautions to avoid 
mixing with combustibles 
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Equipment and chemicals 

1 Electrochemistry demonstration unit, CPS . 664 4071 
1 Electrochemistry accessories set................ 664 401 
1 Panel frame C50, two-level, for CPS .......... 666 425 
1 Table for electrochemistry, CPS ................. 666 472 
1 Measuring cylinder 100 mL, with plastic base .. 665 754 
4 Beaker, DURAN, 100 mL, squat ................. 664 101 
1 Stirring thermometer, -30...+110 °C/1 K ..... 382 21 
1 Watch glass dish, 60 mm diam. .................. 664 153 
1 Powder spatula, steel, 185 mm................... 604 5682 
1 Magnetic stirrer with hot plate ..................... 666 8471 
1 Laboratory dish Boro 3.3, 900 mL............... 602 725 
1 Compact balance 200 g : 0.01 g ................. 667 7977 
1 Potassium nitrate, 100 g ............................. 672 6800 
1 Potassium permanganate, 100 g ................ 672 7000 
1 Agar-Agar, 50 g .......................................... 670 1600 
1 Hydrochloric acid 1 mol/L, 500 mL.............. 674 6900 
1 Hydrogen peroxide, 30 %, 250 mL ............. 675 3500 
1 Stopclock .................................................... LDS 00001 
Also required: 1 Ruler 

Set-up and preparation of the experiment 

Note: The potassium permanganate solution needs to be 
freshly prepared, as a brown precipitation of manganese 
dioxide occurs if left standing for longer periods under the 
influence of light. 

Prepare two cell troughs. One of these serves as a control 
preparation. The control experiment is particularly important 
in this experiment, as the ions will migrate to the opposite 
electrode even without a voltage being applied because of 
the concentration gradient. 

Insert a paper membrane between the two half-cell blocks of 
each of the cell troughs. Place a spill tray beneath both cell 
troughs. 

Next, prepare the electrolyte solutions. First weigh 0.75 g of 
potassium nitrate into each of four 100 mL beakers and fill 
each with 75 mL of water. Add a spatula tip of potassium 
permanganate to two of the beakers so that an almost 
opaque, purple-coloured solution is produced.  

To the other two electrolyte solutions add 100 mg of agar-
agar and heat almost to boiling (about 90 °C) while stirring 
occasionally. Cool the solutions in a cold water bath until a 
slight thickening can be detected. Then place the viscous, 
gelatinous mass into each of the plus-pole half-cells of the 
two cell troughs. 

Pour the non-thickened electrolyte solution containing potas-
sium permanganate into the minus-pole half-cells to the same 
height. 

Insert a nickel electrode into both of the outermost slots of 
each cell trough. Finally, place the cell troughs prepared in 
this way together with the drip tray onto the shelf of the 
demonstration unit. However, only one of the cell troughs is 
connected to the current supply. 

Connect the output sockets of the power supply (5) each to 
one of the nickel electrodes with a crocodile clip. Set the 
rocker switch (2) on the power supply and the rocker switch 
for the meters (8) to DC (direct current). Switch on the meter 
display of the power supply (switch (6)).  

 

 

Fig. 2: The electrochemistry demonstration unit. 

Performing the experiment 

Switch on the demonstration unit and set a voltage of 9 V  
(1 V/cm) with the rotary controller (4). Start the stopclock. 

As soon as the ion front reaches the first slot, note the time. 
Make a best-possible estimate of how far the ion front in the 
control trough has migrated up until then. 

Measure the time taken for the ion front to travel from the first 
slot to the second slot. This distance is 1 cm. As soon as the 
ion front has reached the second slot (about 50 minutes), 
measure the distance travelled by the ion front in the control 
trough.  

Tip: The position of the ion front can best be determined by 
sliding a ruler along the cell trough while observing from 
above until the ruler and the ion front coincide. One can then 
make a mark on the edge of the trough with a waterproof pen 
and measure the distance afterwards. 

Observation 

1. After applying the voltage, gas bubbles rise from the 
cathode and the anode. 

2. The ion front reaches the first slot in the electrolysis cell 
trough after about 5 minutes. At this point in time, the ion front 
in the control cell trough has hardly advanced (about 1/3 
mm). 

3. The ion front reaches the second slot after about 50 
minutes. Therefore it has taken 45 minutes to travel a 
distance of one centimetre. In the control trough, the ion front 
has travelled about 0.3 cm after 50 minutes. 

4. A second, darker front can be recognised which migrates 
only slowly behind the purple-coloured front of permanganate 
ions. 

5. The initially purple-coloured solution in the cathode half-
cell becomes greenish black in the course of time. 

6. A brownish deposit develops on the paper membranes. 

7. When the nickel electrode on the cathode side is removed, 
a black layer can be seen. 

8. The observations 4 to 7 cannot be seen in the control 
trough.  
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Result of the experiment 

Explanation of the half-cell reactions 

The observation that gas develops at the cathode and anode 
can be explained by the production of hydrogen at the cath-
ode and oxygen at the anode.  

Cathode: 

     +I  -II       -II +I             0 

4 H2O + 4 e
-
 → 4 OH

-
 + 2 H2 

Anode: 

     +I  -II       +I   -II         0 

6 H2O → 4 H3O
+ 

+ O2 + 4 e
-
 

In this way, a pH gradient develops within the cell trough. The 
charge balancing takes place in accordance with the 
Grotthuss mechanism. Protons migrate molecule to molecule 
out of the acidic anode half-cell in the direction of the basic 
cathode half-cell. 

The potassium permanganate can react in different ways. It is 
present in water as colourless K

+ 
ion and purple-coloured 

MnO4
- 
ions.  

The potassium ions migrate to the cathode where they react 
to form elemental potassium. However, these are immediate-
ly oxidised again by water to potassium ions, so that effec-
tively no reaction is to be observed.  

      0           +I   -II                -I              -II +I         0    

2 K + 2 H2O → 2 K
+
 + 2 OH

-
 + H2 

The manganese in the permanganate ion has reached its 
highest oxidation level of +VII. It cannot be oxidised further. 
Although it migrates to the anode, it does not react there.   

The most stable oxidation level of manganese is +II. Perman-
ganate ions with the oxidation level +VII can therefore be 
easily reduced. For this reason, permanganate ions in aque-
ous solution are only metastable. In acidic solution or under 
the influence of light, they decompose to form manganese 
dioxide (MnO2) and oxygen.  

    +VII  -II              +I   -II                 0            +VI    -II             +I   -II          

4 MnO4
- 
+ 4 H3O

+
 → 3 O2 + 4 MnO2 + 6 H2O 

Thin layers of manganese dioxide are brownish, while thicker 
layers appear grey to black. The brown deposits on the 
membrane and the dark front that migrates behind the purple-
coloured front of permanganate ions can be explained by the 
formation of manganese dioxide. The black deposit on the 
cathode is also manganese dioxide resulting from the reduc-
tion of permanganate ions.  

+VII  -II            +I  -II           +VI  -II            -II +I               

MnO4
- 
+ 2 H2O + 3 e

-
 → MnO2 + 4 OH

-
 E°= +1.23 V 

Manganese dioxide is soluble in basic solutions as a hydrated 
form. In acidic solutions it precipitates as an insoluble solid. 
For this reason, the dark front becomes increasingly slower 
the further it migrates into the acidic half-cell. 

Another reaction of the permanganate ion that takes place in 
highly basic solutions is the reduction to green manganate(VI) 
ions.  

+VII  -II              +VI   -II              

MnO4
- 
+ e

-
 → MnO4

2-
 E°= +0.56 V 

The mixture of hydrated manganese dioxide and manga-
nate(VI) ions explains the greenish-black colour in the basic 
cathode half-cell. 

Evaluation of the measurement results 

Because of the concentration gradient between the two half-
cells, the permanganate ions migrate in the direction of the 
opposite electrode even when no voltage is applied. 

However, for determination of the migration velocity, signifi-
cant is only the distance travelled by the ions based on the 
electric field alone.  

The permanganate ions travelled a distance of 1 cm in 45 
minutes with an applied voltage. In the control trough they 
travelled a distance of 0.3 cm - 1/3 mm, i.e. about 0.27 cm. 
This results in a migration distance s of 1 cm - 0.27 cm = 0.73 
cm which the permanganate ions travelled in 45 minutes on 
the basis of the electric field. In SI units this is: 

 

For calculation of the electric field strength, the voltage of 9 V 
is divided by the electrode separation of 9 cm (9 10

-2
 m). 

 

With the migration velocity and the electric field strength, we 
obtain for the permanganate ion an ionic mobility of: 

 

Based on the viscosity of water at 25 °C of  = 0,891·10
-3

 kg 

m
-1

s
-1

, the hydrodynamic radius of the permanganate ion can 
be calculated from the determined ionic mobility. As we are 
dealing with an ion with a single charge, = 1 and the ele-

mentary charge  = 1,602·10
-19

 C. 

 

 

 

 

In Gmelin (Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry, Manganese 
Part C2, Berlin 1975, Springerverlag; p. 50), the Stokes radi-
us of the permanganate ion is given as 0.345 nm. In view of 
the large error of reading in this experiment, the calculated 
value of 0.353 nm is very close to the literature value. 

Cleaning and disposal 

Carefully pour the contents of the cell troughs into the labora-
tory dish previously used for the water bath. The excess po-
tassium permanganate is converted into less hazardous reac-
tion products by adding it to a solution of sodium thiosulfate 
(acidify, if necessary). This can then be placed into the waste 
container for inorganic solutions. Adjust the pH to 6 - 8 be-
forehand. 

The brown deposits in the cell trough and on the cathode can 
be easily removed with a little dilute hydrochloric acid to 
which some hydrogen peroxide has been added. 

 


